SERVICE

MAKING AN ENTRANCE...
SMART
Speedgate Xentry with Xense offers you carefree use

A SPEED GATE THAT YOU CAN TRUST
Safe and comfortable living requires safe and comfortable access to parking. With a Xentry

+

Speedgate you are guaranteed an access that delivers the highest quality, safety and comfort.
With a Xense service package you can benefit from years of trouble-free use and greater
convenience. This means:

=

- a five-year warranty on a new Speedgate
- trouble-free use through 24/7 on-line monitoring and proactive support
- lower maintenance costs and greater reliability through predictive maintenance

XENSE: 24/7 ASSURANCE & CONVENIENCE
Xense connects your Speedgate to the internet and ensures that you and your service partners (manager of the resident’s association, Speedgate supplier) gain real-time insight into the performance of your Speedgate. This provides a host of opportunities to increase reliability and ease
of use and to reduce maintenance and management costs.

You know immediately when your Speedgate is acting errati-

users are informed
about current
status

cally; for example, if it stays open or is malfunctioning. Faults
are avoided as much as possible by predicting when components are likely to breakdown and replacing them early.
Effective intervention in the event of a malfunction or collision
because the diagnosis can be made in advance and the service partner can bring the right parts and immediately replace
them.
By preventing malfunctions, you avoid worry, corrective maintenance and therefore a lot of extra cost. That is assuring and
cost-effective.
Xense allows your Speedgate to be
easily coupled with modern access
control systems.

Xentry Speedgate, securely
connected to the
internet (costs
apply)

the manager has
real-time insight
and can get advice
about repairs and
maintenance

HTC service 24/7
real-time monitoring & support

service partners can
work effectively using
predetermined
diagnostics and
remote support

SERVICE BY HTC, SECURITY AND TROUBLE-FREE USE
A Speedgate should be maintained annually. In this way, we can guarantee a trouble-free and safe
use. HTC service provides real assurance with regards to safety, not only checking safety devices
and systems visually at each scheduled maintenance, but also by employing specific test equipment. We present this information together with information on usage and performance in an annual
report. This forms the basis for any change or improvement in access.

A SERVICE PACKAGE FOR EVERY
PURPOSE

Xense premium

HTC Service offers three service packag-

- corrective maintenance

es tailored to different types of operation

(Call-out & time)

and maintenance purposes.

- video incident

- With smart & safe service you are de-

recording

monstrably assured of an optimal and safe
Speedgate at a very competitive price.
- With an Xense package you are aseffective maintenance. This is, among
other things, reflected in a 5 year warranty

Request a no obligation quote and terms
of service for your particular circumstances.

- 24/7 real-time online
monitoring

- proactive support

- proactive support

- more effective

- more effective
maintenance

- predictive maintenance

- predictive maintenance

smart & safe service

smart & safe service

smart & safe service

- preventive

- preventive

- preventive

- Xense premium makes crystal clear

predictable service costs in normal use.

- 24/7 real-time online

maintenance

on a new gate.

Incident registration and provides you with

Xense

monitoring

sured of trouble-free operation and more

what happened to a Speedgate by Video

Xense

maintenance

maintenance

maintenance

- digital inspection

- digital inspection

- digital inspection

- inspection of safety

- inspection of safety

- inspection of safety

features

features

features

SERVICE IN OPERATION the status of your Speedgate is visible to you and the manager on the app and to HTC in the service centre

FOR MORE INFORMATION GO TO WWW.HTC-PS.COM
The range of service may vary over time and from country to country, so the information in this brochure is not legally binding.
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